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Mohammad, 3 November at 14:54, · Vancouver, Canada: Just heard: “I love

you like I love my old laptop.” Tom: It’s not you. Mohammad: It’s not
you, it’s my old laptop. Gibrann, 7 hrs ago: “Internet is learning more
about us than us about it.” Lisa, 1 hr ago: “I would rather emigrate
than be a governess.” George Eliot. Exactly. Rather like Haraway‘s
“I’d rather be a cyborg than a goddess.” Mikhail, 25 mins ago: Nixon
peeking out of a window in Paris, 1974. “Alas, after a certain age
every man is responsible for his face.” To quote Albert Camus. Alex,
3 hrs ago, Cambridge, MA, United States: “You can’t write poems about
trees when the woods are full of policemen.” Bertolt Brecht Vivian,
1 hr ·ago: Better to promise something you cannot deliver, deliver
something you never promised, promise nothing and deliver
nothing, open up the conversation about promising and delivering,
or bury one’s head in the sand? Robert, 9 mins ago: Promise nothing,
deliver something. Robert, 8 mins ago: It’s a variation on “it’s easier
to apologize later than ask for permission now” Angelo, 30 mins ago:
Hangout. BREAKING NEWS: A Twitter spambot eerily predicted
the Paris attacks. Evelina, 10 hrs · ago: So cute, yet so dumb... Jacob,
3 hrs · ago: “Un pessimiste, c’est un optimiste avec beaucoup
d’expérience.” – Arno Erik, 3 hrs · ago Vancouver, Canada: “Wow you’re
friendly – you must not be from here.” Dazed and Confused Magazine,
1 hr · ago: So. Creepy. Missing man’s body found on Google Maps after
nine years Simone, 7 hrs ·ago, New York, NY, United States: The End and
the Beginning, by WISŁAWA SZYMBORSKA After every war someone
has to clean up. Things won’t straighten themselves up, after all.
Someone has to push the rubble to the side of the road, so the
corpse-filled wagons can pass. Someone has to get mired in scum
and ashes, sofa springs, splintered glass, and bloody rags. Sophie,
9 hrs · ago: To all cyclists in NYC: It takes 870 pedal strokes to go from
Graham Avenue to 879 Dekalb Avenue. Love, Sophie The Independent,
11 hrs · ago: There is such a thing as good news Erik, 43 mins · ago:
The first tragedy occurred when we made a map. Martha shared
a link: The media did cover attacks on *insert country here*.
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You just weren’t reading it. — Re Magazine Erik, 57 mins, · Vancouver,
Canada: Canada: The Slightly Nicer Hegemony Mohammad, 2 mins,
· Dawra, Lebanon: Me: Lars von Trier Siri: Laura’s son tired Lisa,
4 mins ago: When I think of the scent of ancient philosophy I salivate.
What I want to know is What are anybody’s elements? Or
The base data of a lark? Or What if we’ve made the wrong use
of the joy of our bodies? What if We’re to be formal translators
of bird cries In the aesthetics politics binary The material of poetry
is also the immaterial movement of history So there is actually
no binary—just the juiciness and joy of form Otherwise known
as hormones Or the irony fundamental to I-speaking Yes, that’s
just what I wanted to say to you (from «Third Summer») Georges,
1 hr ago: “The more complicated we present ourselves, the more
human we become.” Mikhail, 17 hrs ago, · edited: Erdogan pulls a Putin
on Putin. “Turkey won’t apologize for downing Russian warplane,
says Turkish President.” Mohammad, 1 min ago, · Vancouver, Canada:
Just heard: “I love you like I love my old laptop.”
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